
ARMA-GROUT “IVORY” ADHESIVE ENGINEERING.
RIFLE BEDDING KIT. ADHESIVE ENGINEERING N.S.W. IS A DIVISION OF CARVERU PTY LIMITED A.C.N. 001 693 509

ABN 99001 693 509
DESCRIPTION: 3/2 Leighton Place, Hornsby NSW 2077 Contractor Licence 29626

suitable for BEDDING rifles & associated gun supports. P.O. Box 1505 Hornsby – Westfield 1635 FAX : 9477 3315
Web: www.adhesiveengineering.com.au Email: sales@adhesiveengineering.com.au

ARMAGROUT "IVORY” has the following properties:
“ARMAGROUT IVORY” RIFLE BEDDING KIT, EPOXY RESIN BASED.

masonry. PRODUCT SHEET :

Adhesion to clean prepared surfaces may be permanent, be careful. SAFE HANDLING OF THIS SYSTEM:
Use in a well ventilated area. Do not smoke while using this product or similar. Use a

Release Wax must be used to stop unwanted bonding of parts. barrier cream to exposed skin as this will protect delicate skin to the low vapours
emitted and allow easy washing of the skin to remove spillage.

Impact strength is more than adequate for small arms bedding, bonding & gap filling work.
HEALTH HAZARD:

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH:     17, 100 p.s.i. Symptoms of prolonged exposure & acute & chronic effects May result as mixed product will
will set after 70 min.

TENSILE STRENGTH:              10,875 p.s.i. EYE: Thick nature of ARMAGROUT IVORY will gum vision. The “B” part is slightly caustic.
SKIN: Slight reddening of the skin after prolonged exposure.

BOND STRENGTH: 2,900 p.s.i. INHALED: Not applicable.

No shrinkage on curing, solvent free, ASBESTOS & FIBRE FREE.  May be ground or machined after curing, use an EMERGENCY & FIRST AID PROCEDURES.
approved dust mask & safety glasses. Swallowed: Clear Breathing ducts, wipe out mouth, ARMAGROUT IVORY will set in 70 min.&

will not bond to moist  skin or barrier cream.
Excellent Chemical & Gun oil resistance. EYE: Wash out with tepid water, treat as a slight caustic burn. Apply lubricating eye drops.

Cover with patch if required.
Operates from -50 to 90' C    with out failure.  No metal fillers, non magnetic, non conductive. SKIN: Unusual to have a severe effect, treat as a mild sun burn, wash off with cool water &

toilet soap. If hardening has occurred, peeling off will pull hairs out of skin.
Initial cure time: 14 hrs @ 25' C 48 hrs @ 15' C INHALED: Not applicable.

At a constant 25' C     ARMAGROUT IVORY will achieve 60% of it's ultimate strength in 14 hrs. NOTES TO PHYSICIAN:
ARMAGROUT IVORY is a filled paste two part epoxy resin. The “A” part is white neutral

Note: Full cure after 5 days at 25' C. for best chemical resistance. epoxy paste. The “B: part is Tan coloured paste & has a slightly caustic component & can
be neutralized with water flushing.

Easy to measure: 2 parts "A” to 1 part "B" by weight or volume.
PERSONAL PROTECTION &  HANDLING.

Extrudes & flows into the most complex configurations. Eyes : Glasses should be used for over-head work. Hands/ Feet Use cotton or rubber gloves
& standard industrial footwear.

Minimum thickness 0.05 mm.  Maximum thickness per application 15mm. RESPIRATORY: Ventilation is advisable do not smoke while using this or similar products as
the fire may turn any fumes into something toxic.

STANDARD COLOUR is IVORY, as an extra, Brown, Blue, Black, Red & Green pigments available for shading
the part "A" component. HANDLING PROCEEDURES :

ARMAGROUT IVORY is a two part system, empty containers can be disposed in  a dry tip.
STORAGE RECOMMENDATIONS: Read the Technical Bulletin & General Instructions .

Crystallization of “A” part will happen in storage especially in cold climates or age
To correct this, place the part “A” can in shallow dish of hot water for a while and Contact our office (02) 9477 78 77 after hours mobile 0407 51 05 03.
the product will become fluid,  just stir then measure as required.

Email: Sales@adhesiveengineering.com.au Web: adhesiveengineering.com.au

ARMAGROUT "IVORY" is a two part epoxy when they are mixed they make a smooth EXTRUDABLE paste, Telephone: 9477 7877 (After hours service 0407 510 503)

Will bond to ferrous & nonferrous metals, timber, polyester fibreglass, most abraded plastic surfaces &
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ARMAGROUT "IVORY”
RIFLE BEDDING EPOXY KIT, GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

The object of ARMAGROUT BEDDING is to have an even support at the critical points of the rifles load bearing pads.
If this is your first bedding job, we suggest a practice run with a pipe before the real thing.

1. Prepare the stock by degreasing the BOND areas.  Use a suitable solvent (enamel paint thinners) on a rag, allow to flash
dry.  Sand, grind or scrape the timber to present a clean uncontaminated surface, any oil on the surface will act as a
release agent.
Don't use solvents in confined spaces, keep off hands, protect eyes.

2. Degrease RIFLE ACTION with cleaning solvent.  Allow to flash dry. (Sand metal contact surfaces if Action Is to be
bonded into Stock).

3. Mask areas of Action & Stock that need protection.  Modelling clay or plasticine may be used to confine
ARMAGROUT to the desired areas of stock and metal parts. (Remove the trigger if possible).

4. Apply the enclosed Release Wax (RW) to the metal surfaces that may come in contact with ARMAGROUT.  The film
must be thin, this is achieved by wiping on then polishing off.  All screw threads need RW coating, plug holes & cavities
with RW if needed.

5. Double check your work, take time & confirm you have everything right, remember ARMAGROUT will take up a
shape of the Rifles Action make sure any over-flow of ARMAGROUT will not encase the Action into the Bedding &
the Rifle won't come apart.

6. Measure 2 parts "A" & 1 part "B" (weight or volume) using separate scoops, mix thoroughly on plastic surface using a
small spatula.  Apply the required amount to the stock cavity and spread as required.

7. With the Stock in a suitable vice, drip Barrelled Action into the stock down the previously positioned stops, hold down
firmly then nip up the screws with enough tension to hold in place.

8. Leave ARMAGROUT to set.  In cold climates the steel will draw the heat away from the curing ARMAGROUT &
extend it's setting time.  Use a heat or reading lamp positioned over your work with enough heat to warm the steel, test by
placing your hand over the work & if it's uncomfortable it's too hot, make adjustments.  Cure for 14 hrs @ 25' C.

9. Disassemble Rifle, remove tapes & wax, trim bedding by scraping, sanding as needed.
10 Voids or Holidays may be corrected by scraping the surface and re-application of a fresh mix of ARMAGROUT

NOTE: ARMAGROUT IVORY BEDDING is often done in 2 or more applications with equal strength to single Bedding.
HOLDING DOWN SCREWS: A correctly bedded Rifle needs only a firm tension on the assembly screws.

Tension as follows; ARMAGROUT Pillars 15 to 20 lbs/inch
Metal Pillars max 50 lbs/inch

Metal Tubes or bushes max 25 lbs/inch
ARMAGROUT over wood max 15 lbs/inch

PIGMENTS: Add pigment to the part "A", select the shade you want then measure the "B" part to suit
Ratio 2 parts "A" 1 part "B" weight or volume, mix and apply.

Thankyou for your business, we wish you good safe shooting.
Developed & first installed in 1985

ARMAGROUT IS AN AUSTRALIAN PRODUCT.  MANUFACTURED BY

ADHESIVE ENGINEERING NSW.
3/2 LEIGHTON PLACE

HORNSBY  NSW  AUSTRALIA  2077

Phone: 61 2 9477 7877 Fax 61 2 9477 3315
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